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E8_AF_AD_E4_B8_93_E4_c94_171754.htm Part Ⅰ WRITING (

开始Part Ⅰ WRITING计时) Direction: Write on ANSWER

SHEET ONE a composition of about 150 words on the following

topic: PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT You are to write in three

paragraphs. In the first paragraph, state clearly your viewpoint. In the

second paragraph, support your view with details. In the last

paragraph, bring what you have written to a natural conclusion.

Marks will be awarded for content, organization, grammar and

appropriacy. Failure to follow the instruction may result in loss of

marks. SECTION B NOTE-WRITING [10 min.] Direction: Write

on ANSWER SHEET ONE a note of about 50-60 words on the

following situation: You, Mark or Sally, have just heard that your

friend, Danny, has gained admittance as a graduate student. Write a

note to him, offering him your sincere congratulations. Marks will be

awarded for content, organization, grammar and appropriacy.(结

束Part Ⅰ WRITING计时) Part Ⅱ DICTATION (开始Part Ⅱ

DICTATION计时) Direction: Listen to the following passage.

Altogether the passage will be read to you four times. During the first

reading, which will be read at normal speed, listen and try to

understand the meaning. For the second and third readings, the

passage will be read sentence by sentence, or phrase by phrase, with

intervals of 15 to 20 seconds. The last reading will be read at normal

speed again and during this time you should check your work. You



will be then given 2 minutes to check through your work once more.

Please write the whole passage on ANSWER SHEET TWO.(结

束Part Ⅱ DICTATION计时) Part Ⅳ CLOZE (开始Part Ⅳ

CLOZE计时) Direction: Decide which of the choices given below

would correctly complete the passage if inserted in the

corresponding blanks. Mark the correct choice for each blank on

your answer sheet.26. A) always B) often C) necessarily D) literally

27. A) words B) behavior C) deeds D) explanation 28. A) started B)

began C) originated D) came 29. A) solving B) facing C) faced with

D) confronted 30. A) gazes at B) plays with C) throws D) tosses 31.

A) angles B) ways C) directions D) aspects 32. A) Since B) As for C)

Because of D) Therefore 33. A) still B) no longer C) also D) more

often 34. A) retained B) reminded C) remained D) restrained 35. A)

try B) are trying C) trying D) have been trying 36. A) resulted to B)

caused C) came to D) led to 37. A) The other B) Another C) A

similar D) A different 38. A) intuition B) tuition C) institution D)

imagination 39. A) by contrast B) on the contrary C) by the way D)

moreover 40. A) better B) stronger C) softer D) milder (结束Part Ⅳ

CLOZE计时) 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下载
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